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ing the Egyptian view'.' The Pythagoreans 'nwde number out of onu'2; some oI' them culled it' a progression of multitude beginning from a unit and a regression ending in it'.3 (Stobneus credits Moderatus, a Xco-Pythagorean of the time of Nero, with this definition.4) Kudo x us defined number us a 'determinate multitude' (rr^fjOoy wpio-^ei-oy).5 Nicoma-cbus ims yet another definition, '/i flow of quantity nmdc up of units'11 (Trotr^rTjToy \tifta f< fjLOfdStov cruyKeffievov). Aristotle g-ivua ii number of definitions equivalent to one or other of those just mentioned, ' limited multitude',7 ' multitude (or ' combination ') of units'," ' multitude of indivisibles',°' several ouch' (?ra ir\«/&>),'u ' multitude measurable by one',11 'multitude measured ', and 'multitude ol' measures'u (the measure being tlic unit).
Classification of numbers.
The distinction between odd (ttepuro-os) and even (£pnos) doubtless goes back to Pythagoras. A Philolaua fragment say» that ' nunibor is of two special kinds, odd und even, with a third, even-odd, arising from a mixture of the two; and of cinch kind there are many forms V3 According to Niemimchus, the Pythagorean definitions of odd and oven were these:
' An even number is that which admits of being divided, by one uud the same operation, into the greatest and the least ptirtw, greatest in aizcj but least in number (i. u. into Livo halves) . . ., while an odd number is that which cannot be so divided but is only divisible into two unequal parts.' H
Nieonmchua gives another ancient definition to the effect that
'an even number is that which can he divided both into two equal parts and into two unequal parts (except the fundamental dyad which can only he divided into two equal parlsj, but, however it is divided, must have its two parts of the same hind without part in the other kind (i.e. tho two parts nro
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